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L0DU configuration : generalities 
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Software issue : generalites 



Generalities 

•  The software is aware of the L0TCK meaning via options configuration files  
stored in DBase/TCK/L0TCK/v*/options 

•  The main options file : L0DUConfig.opts includes all pre-defined L0TCKs 



The creation of a new L0TCK options file can be done either : 

•  via the PVSS interface 
•  see Régis talk 
•  create the hardware configuration 
•  export the options file 

•  editing the options by hand 
•  instruction about the syntax available in 
https://lbtwiki.cern.ch/bin/view/L0/L0TCK#Configuring_the_L0DU_emulator_so 

(not fully updated against the recent change – will be updated soon) 

•  import the options file configuration in hardware (see Régis talk) 

In principle, software and hardware configuration should be fully consistent. 
But for more safety, you’d better re-export the imported options and use the  
PVSS-produced option file 

Creating a new L0TCK 



Commiting the new L0TCK options file 

Once you have a new L0TCK options file ready you have to :  

 1.  create a new release of DBase/TCK/L0TCK  
•  getpack TCK/L0TCK head 
•  copy your new options file in TCK/L0TCK/v*/options/ 
•  update the main options : L0DUConfig.opts adding the include line, eg : 

 #include "$L0TCK/L0DUConfig_201002_0x1910.opts” 
•  commit and tag the package 
•  submit a LHCb deployment task on Savannah 

 https://savannah.cern.ch/projects/lhcbdeployment/ 

•  NB : the online deployment automatically creates a link of the latest L0TCK version to v999r0 
 link your application to this ‘latest version’ to be always up-to-date 



Commiting the new L0TCK options file 

Once you have a new L0TCK options file ready you have to :  

 2.  edit and update the L0TCK bookkeeping twiki page 
•  https://lbtwiki.cern.ch/bin/view/L0/L0TCK#L0_Trigger_Configuration_Key_boo 

click  
here 

do not forget to update the last line of the twiki page ; 
Set PATH = http://lhcb-release-area.web.cern.ch/LHCb-release-area/DBASE/TCK/L0TCK/v3r2/options/ 



Step-by-step summary 

1.   Create the new L0TCK options file  

  Import/export to/from the the hardware via PVSS pannel 

2.  Create a new TCK/L0TCK release 

 Commit, tag and submit a deployment task 

3. Update the bookkeeping twiki page 

4. Advertize us (lefevre@clermont.in2p3.fr , odescham@in2p3.fr ) 

  That’s it 



Useful tools 

The L0DU package contains some useful tools to check/validate new L0TCKs 

•  Adding this line to your options  :    ToolSvc.L0DUConfig.context = "Check"; 

will trigger this output for ALL loaded  L0TCKs 

The last 2 lines (summary) is always printed out 

•  Adding this line to your options  :    ToolSvc.L0DUConfig.Preload= true; 
will preload all existing L0TCKs  (and provide the hardware check if the option above is 
enable) 



Useful tools 

The L0DU package contains some useful tools to check/validate new L0TCKs 

•  useful options : $L0DUOPTS/L0DUConfigurationMonitor.opts 

allow to monitor an existing L0TCK or a user-defined L0TCK template. 
Just edit the options and modify according to your prefered setting 



Useful tools 

•  useful options : $L0DUOPTS/L0DUConfigurationMonitor.opts  provides : 

•  a lot of monitoring histo (as for online L0DU monitoring) in root file 
•  the hardware check for your template L0TCK setting 
•  detailed performance output (relative to the input data you defined)  

•  fast execution : 
•  copy and modify $L0DUOPTS/L0DUConfigMonitor.opts 
•  SetupOrwell  
•  $ORWELLROOT/$CMTCONFIG/Orwell.exe L0DUConfigMonitor.opts 


